In vivo kinematics of anterior cruciate ligament deficient knees during pivot and squat activities.
Knee kinematics during pivoting activities are not well studied, but might provide insight critical to understanding the pathology of the anterior cruciate ligament deficient knee. The purpose of this study was to compare in vivo kinematics during weight bearing pivot and squat activities in patients with unilateral anterior cruciate ligament deficient knees, and to contrast those kinematics with the uninjured contralateral knees. Eight unilateral anterior cruciate ligament deficient patients with a mean age of 41 (SD 7) years were enrolled. Anterior cruciate injury was confirmed by positive Lachman test and MRI. Lateral fluoroscopic images of pivot and squat activities were recorded for both anterior cruciate ligament deficient and contralateral knees. Three-dimensional tibiofemoral kinematics and centers of rotation for each knee were determined using 3D-2D model registration techniques. During pivoting, the tibia of the anterior cruciate ligament deficient knee was significantly more anterior than the contralateral knee during tibial neutral to internal rotation. The pivot activity showed lateral centers of rotation in both anterior cruciate ligament deficient and contralateral knees while squatting showed medial centers of rotation. This dynamic method might be useful to objectively characterize restoration of dynamic function in knees with various types of anterior cruciate ligament reconstructions. These results also indicate kinematics during squatting type activities cannot be extrapolated to predict knee kinematics during pivoting types of activities.